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Abstract: Pick and place robotic Arms are used widely in Industrial application for over a decade. These 
robots are generally capable of sensing the appearance of object using proximity sensors and placing it in a 

commanded pallet. In this paper a same type of Robotic Arm is used, but as development in image processing 

technique, this Robot is capable of sensing the object’s Length, width and Radius using Vision system. The main 

objective here is to develop a special program to find the edges of an object in the image and to display its 

dimension. That can be used for sorting an exact object based on pattern matching technique using web camera. 

The application of this project also can be used in fields such as industry, military, medical and so on. Image 

processing are basically done in two techniques one is based on Hardware, such as ARM microcontrollers, 

another method is software based that is using softwares like MATLAB, LABVIEW. Here I have used second 

method to process the image.Objects dimension are found using LabVIEW’s special library tool. Simulation has 

been successfully taken to find the height and width of the object. 
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I. Introduction  
Robots used in industrial application is generally capable of handling heavy materials that are 

programmed to operate multifunctional mechanical parts that are designed to pick and place material, tools, 

parts and programmed to make varies movement and  perform variety of tasks. Robots used in industrial 

application not only includes pick and place robotic arm but also requires sensors for the robot to do its tasks in 

sequence and also requires industrial vision camera or commercial camera with high resolutions to view the 

material and perform required tasks. 

Robots used in industrial application are reactive based, deliberative based, behavioral and hybrid 

based. Reactive based robots are sense and acttype robot. This means they sense the material through its sensors 
like ultrasonic, proximity to read the environment and react to it. In most case robots are used in hazardous 

places like high risk in Radiation for human and highly repetitive tasks that does not change from shift to shift. 

Rather than this condition robots are used to perform accurate material selection and handling. In this paper I 

had proposed a reactive based robot with vision guidance.  These vision guided robot system are need to 

construct with three main core considerations, they are robotic system, visual system and bulk material handling 

system in hopper or conveyor system. This design is usually represented as vision guided robots (VGR). This 

design is fast growing in industrial material selection section to reduce manpower and reduce errors that are 

made by human carless. The main objective of this paper is to design a real time vision guided robotic arm. The 

vision system determines the exact shape and size of the objects that is randomly fed on a fixed place. The 

camera and the control software provides the robot system an accurate coordination between the objects, which 

are randomly spread under the camera field of vision, enabling the robotic arm to move and pick a selected 

object which is in the fixed pallet.This fixed pallet also contains a load cell to sense the weight of an object, to 
ensure that the objects weight is also correct. The pallet holding an object is fixed below the camera field, where 

the dimension and weight of the object is determined. 

 

A. Introduction to image processing 

The simple and very efficient method used to convert an image into digital form is called image 

processing. The image is to be converted into digital form in order to improve the quality of an image and also 

to extract the required useful information from it. Usually image processing system is based on treating images 

as two dimensional signals during conditioning of already set signal processing method to them [1]. In image 

processing thesemain steps are followed, 

1. Image is acquired using optical scanner or by digital photography. 

2. Image is analyzed and manipulated that includes data compressing and improving image quality. 
3. In manipulation pixels are improved and any small gaps and holes are filled. 
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4. If the gap space is minimal it is filled, if it is large then it is considered as different object in the given 

image 

5. Final step is the output in which the report is based on analysis done in that image. 

 

B. Purpose of Image processing 

There are five groups in stating the purpose of image processing, they are, 

1. Image identification – Clearly observing the objects which are not visible. 

2. Image restoration – This process sharpens the image to create a crisp image quality. 

3. Image detection – This process helps to get the area of interest in the image. 

4. Pattern Measurement – Measures the shape and size of the different objects in the image. 

5. Recognizing the image – This process is used to distinguish varies object in the image. 

 

The above said processes are implemented in two methods based on the image material that is 

available[1]. 
They are, Analog image processing and digital image processing. Analog method is used when hard copies are 

used for image processing. Digital method is used in handling of digital image processing.   

 

II. Desing Methodology Of Robot 
3 DOF (Degree Of Freedom) Pick and place robotic Arm is designed which will be controlled by the 

ARM microcontroller
 [4]

. No change is done in design of this robotic arm. The same rules like trajectory control 

and kinematics are followed in designing this robotic arm[4].ARM microcontroller is the heart of this robot. It 

asserts the motor drive to control the motors. Arm robots basically use servo motors for the movement of robot 

arm. In this paper I have used geared DC motor which will be convenient to control the speed of the robot arm.  
Grip design is very challenging in robot arm as it has to be designed to hold different type of objects in 

different types. In the gripper side a force sensor is attached which will sense the object presence and will be 

useful to hold the object without damaging it[7]. 

 

 
Fig.1 Image Acquisition and robot control unit  

 

The above fig 1 shows the ARM microcontroller controlling the motor drive that makes the geared dc 

motor to rotate forward and reverse. A digital output is programmed to control the motor drive. Only two analog 

input pins are used, that gets the analog signal from load cell and force sensor. As per the application of this 

industrial robotic arm an object that is to be sensed and image processed is arrived in a conveyor and held in a 

pallet which is under the camera. Under the pallet a load cell is kept to measure the weight of an object. An 

object’s weight and dimension are pre fed in the system software.  
First an arrived object’s weight is measured and compared with the pre fed weight in the program.   

 If the measured object weight is same as the pre fed weight it is allowed to next process which is image 

processing. 

 If the measured object weight is not same as the pre fed weight the ARM microcontroller asserts the motor 

drive to pick and place the object in rejected pallet. 

 

Here a commercial web camera with high resolution is used capture real time image of the object in the 

conveyer pallet. This process is done only when the object’s weight is as required. Web camera is interfaced 

with the personal computer or laptop to acquire and analyze the image. Here LabVIEW software is used for 

image processing. After the image is acquired, processed and analyzed the objects width and height are 

recognized and given in pixels. By keeping the output of the current object’s dimension in pixel it is compared 
with the pre fed dimension in the program. 
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Now if the object’s dimension matches the dimension already fed into the program and the weight is 

already measured and compared, this object is selected and placed in the selected pallet.In case if the object’s 

dimension does not matches the pre fed dimension, that object is picked and placed in the rejected pallet.     

 

A. Image acquisition using LabVIEW 
To find the object’s width and height LabVIEW’s special library function is used which is IMAQ 

library. IMAQ (IMAgeAcQuisition) is a set of functions that controls the national instruments plug-in IMAQ 

devices for image acquisition and real time system integration bus multi board synchronization  [2.Steps involved 

in IMAQ image processing to find the dimension of object is, 

Step1- Imaq create [2] 

A temporary file space is created to store the acquired image. 

Step2- Imaq Cast IMage[2] 

The acquired image will be in the RGB form and this format will be very difficult to find the edges of the image. 

To overcome this difficulty the original image should be converted into gray scale. By using Imaq cast image 
RGB to Gray scale conversion is done. 

Step3 – Morphing 

Morphology is a technique used in image processing for dilation and erosion on gray scale and binary image 

processing [2] . 

Step4 – ImaqFillHole[2]  

ImaqFillhole is used to fill any holes at the center or anywhere in the image. This helps to avoid confusion in 

finding difference in gap between the objects and holes in the objects. Anyhow it can fill only small holes or 

gaps in the image. 

Step5:- Binary image 

The gray scale image is converted into binary image using imaq cast image to find the edges of the image. This 

helps in finding the width and height of the acquired image.            

  

III. Simulation Results 
The main function of this design is to find the dimension of an object through vision processing. For 

this purpose LabVIEW and its IMAQ library function is used. LabVIEW is virtual instrumentation software 

which is developed by National Instruments. Graphical type program is used in designing a required program. 

This type of language is also called as G language. Writing program in G language is simple and effective when 

compared with text based programming languages [9]. 

The fig.2 shows the front panel of the LabVIEW that is used to acquire the image from the saved file. It 

shows the selection for file path in which the image is stored and whose dimension is to be found. 

 

 
Fig.2 Front Panel for Image Acquisition 

 

The fig.3 shows the front panel of the LabVIEW with image acquired. When the image is selected and 

acquired from the selected file, it is temporarily stored in the program for further operations this condition is 

successfully done using Imaq Create [2]. 

After the image is selected it is processed to gray scale image and binary image in fraction of seconds 

and its edge is detected using area of interest and the objects height and width are recognized and its output is 

shown in pixels.The green LED indication indicates that the objects height and width matches the pre fed value 

and the green status LED indicates that the object is selected. The set value column provides the user to set the 

objects height and width that is to be selected. The actual value column shows the objects original size in pixels. 

Tolerance limit can also be set in order to match the practical errors during real time image acquisition that does 
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not affect the selection accuracy. Array condition is used to add two or more objects in the same image and to 

find its dimension.     

 

 
Fig.3 Front panel with image acquired and selected indication 

 

The fig.4 shows that the image is acquired and its width actual value does not match the pre fed value. and 

hence the status LED is indicated in red and the object is placed in the rejected pallet.   

 

 
Fig.4 Object with width error 

 

The fig.5 shows that the image is acquired and its height actual value does not match the pre fed value. 
And hence the status LED is indicated in red and the object is placed in the rejected pallet.The fig.6 shows both 

the height and width does not match to the pre fed value. Both the height indication and width indication turns 

red and hence status indication indicates that the object is rejected by glowing in red. When the status indicates 

error it is read by the microcontroller and it asserts the motor driver to run in reverse direction to operate the 

robotic arm from pick position to place in reject position. The rejected objects are sent back for correction. 

 

 
Fig.5 Object with height error 
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Fig.6 object with height and width error 

 

IV. Conclusion 
This paper discusses the steps and methods involved in finding the objects dimension using LabVIEW 

Imaq library function. By this proposed model an accurate object is selected that is with required height and 

width in common, with required dimension. The simulation result shows successfully measured height and 

width of the object and it is displayed in the front panel of LabVIEW software. 

 

V. Future Scope 
In this proposed system the camera is to be in the fixed position. If the camera position varies the 

objects dimension also varies as the image zooms in and out it affects the pixel rate. This disadvantage is to be 

overcome in the future execution of this system. 
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